National Parks Respond to

CLIMATE CHANGE
As ecosystems transform, parks adapt
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trapping on crampons and
readying their ice axes, the Jenny
Lake Climbing Rangers prepare to
embark on an important backcountry
mission. But this time, they’re not
rescuing an injured climber. Instead,
they’re assisting Grand Teton National
Park’s scientifc research team in a race
to determine what’s happening to the
park’s glaciers in the face of climate
change.
Using GPS units mounted on
poles, they take measurements to track
the glaciers’ movements. While the
park boasts twelve named glaciers,
this project focuses on the Middle
Teton, Schoolroom, and Petersen
glaciers, selected in part because they
are relatively easy for researchers to
access. On-ice measurements of others
were nixed due to safety concerns,
but the team is still collecting data on
those via time-lapse cameras.
Te park is still in the early stages
of the glacier monitoring project, but
project lead Kathryn Mellander, GIS
specialist and hydrologist at Grand
Teton National Park, notes recent
studies documenting an overall loss
of approximately 25 percent from
1967 to 2006. “Tere’s no doubt that
they are shrinking, and quickly,” says
Mellander.
Tese melting glaciers are just
one of the many impacts climate
change is already having on national
parks. As time goes on these efects
will increase and managers are racing
not only to address the present-day
impacts, but also to forecast future
changes. Tey also face the daunting
task of fguring out how to manage
parks in the face of climate change in
order to protect resources, provide
visitor services, and meet the dynamic
challenges to come.
“Climate change impacts all
aspects of park management,” says
Nicholas Fisichelli, an ecologist with
the National Park Service’s Climate
Change Response Program (CCRP).

“Tat includes plants, animals, cultural
resources, and historical sites and
buildings. Climate change is altering
weather and causing deterioration
and loss of cultural resources in parks.
[It’s] impacting facilities, roads, and
maintenance.”

SHRINKING GLACIERS
JUST ONE SIGN OF
TROUBLE
While park visitors want to leave
the park with memories and photos,
scientists seek a diferent take-home
from their park outings: data.
In 2014, the Grand Teton team
collected 1,200 data points on the
Schoolroom Glacier, and Mellander
estimates they recorded about 400
data points on the Middle Teton
Glacier in 2015. Every year or two,
they re-measure the elevation points
to see if a glacier is advancing or
retreating. Tey chart the temperature,
volume, and surface elevation of
the glaciers, map the terminal lower
margins, and use several photo

monitoring strategies, including aerial
and satellite imagery as well as set
photo monitoring points, to track
changes.
Te current glacier data
collection project builds on a body
of existing work monitoring these
diminishing resources. Idaho State
University master’s student Hazel
Reynolds compared aerial and satellite
images of seven park glaciers taken
between 1956 and 2010 and found
they were retreating overall during
that time period, while Jake Edmunds
from the University of Wyoming,
noted Teepe Glacier lost 60 percent
of its area between 1967 and 2006.
He also said summer temperatures
were signifcantly higher during that
time compared with an earlier period,
1911 to 1967. And that’s bad news for
glaciers and surrounding ecosystems.
Except for Teton Glacier, the
park’s twelve glaciers are all less than a
square kilometer apiece, and they are
particularly susceptible to the efects
of a changing climate. But despite

their small size, Teton glaciers have
vital impacts on the surrounding
ecosystem. “Tey do have some
efect on stream temperatures and
they do feed very interesting and rare
terrestrial ecosystems, including alpine
wetlands, and those exist only because
of those glaciers right now,” says
Mellander.
As Grand Teton’s glaciers are
shrinking, other parks also face a
variety of physical efects from climate
change. Mount Rainier’s glaciers
are also receding, rising sea levels
and intensifying storms eat away at
Assateague Island National Seashore,
and interior Alaska faces an array of
challenges, including melting glaciers,
degrading permafrost, the spread of
woody vegetation to new areas, and
shrinking boreal ponds and wetlands.
To fnd out exactly what is at
risk, parks are completing climate
change vulnerability assessments. One
of these projects focused on pikas,
a high-elevation “indicator species,”
an animal whose condition lets
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scientists know about the health of the
surrounding environment. Te Pikas
in Peril project studied these creatures,
which are the smallest member of
the rabbit family, during a three-year
endeavor that stretched across eight
diferent NPS units. Teir conclusion?
Pikas may disappear from up to 80
percent of their current range by 2100.
Another vulnerability assessment
focused on Dall sheep, another
high-alpine indicator species that
specializes in fnding food and safety
along steep, rocky ledges. As climate
change alters where plants can live and
which species grow where, the sheep
may have to follow the food to survive,
changing their habitat and paterns.
Extreme weather paterns, such as
strong variability in snowfall and ice
cover, may make it even more difcult
for the sheep to fnd the habitat they
need.
When visitors head to iconic
national parks hoping to glimpse
a Dall sheep on a clif or spy a pika
on a talus slope, they will likely be
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disappointed if they don’t see these
animals, which may not be as plentiful
or as visible as they were in prior years.
While certain animals may be hard to
see, one creature will likely be even
more plentiful in parks in the coming
years: humans.

VISITORS FLOCK TO
WARMER PARKS
In 2014, over 292 million people
visited the national parks, up from 273
million in 2013. In 2015, Yellowstone
National Park reported over three
million visitors during the frst eight
months of the year, breaking previous
records. Te highest percentage of
increase wasn’t during the typically
packed summer months it was
during the usually less crowded spring
shoulder season. Te park saw a 48
percent increase in April of 2015
alone, with 46,600 visitors compared
to just 31,356 the year before.
With the Centennial of the
National Park Service in 2016, park
managers are working to learn how

climate change will impact parks and
visitation paterns.
Fisichelli and his colleagues
studied parks with at least ten years
of visitation data and an average of
8,000 or more annual visits. Exactly
340 NPS units met the team’s criteria,
ranging from parks below the equator
in American Samoa and Guam to
those high up in Alaska and beyond.
“It covers a huge swath of the globe,”
says Fisichelli. “We wanted to see if
and how visitation relates to climate
specifcally and the temperature across
the [national park] system and at
specifc parks.”
Te researchers matched
mean monthly air temperature with
visitation data to see when people
came to the parks. Not surprisingly,
few people wanted to brave subfreezing temperatures to experience
the parks’ natural wonders. Tey also
stayed home when it was broiling
hot. Visitor numbers plateaued
when the average of daytime highs
and overnight lows for a month
reached between 70 and 75 degrees
Fahrenheit. “People make decisions
of where to go when planning their
vacations based on the climate,” says
Fisichelli. “It intuitively makes sense.”
Fisichelli projects that for 280
out of the 340 park units, visitation
will follow temperature paterns and
increase in coming years if current
climate predictions hold true. “Tis
shows the potential for more visitors
and longer peak visitor use seasons,”
says Fisichelli. He found that a two- to
four-week extension of the “heavy
visitor use” season may occur at many
parks.
Northern parks, such as Acadia,
Glacier, Yellowstone, and Rocky
Mountain, are most likely to have the
largest increases in visitor numbers,
according to Fisichelli. Warmer
units, such as Arches in Utah, could
see more visitors fock to the area
in spring and fall as peak summer
months become less comfortable,
essentially creating two heavy-use
“shoulder seasons” with a less busy
mid-summer period in between.
Tropical and subtropical parks, such

as those in Hawaii, aren’t expected
to see much change in visitation, as
their moderate temperatures are fairly
consistent throughout the year.
A longer and warmer peak season
for many parks could cause difculties
with facility use, maintenance, and
stafng, and some afected parks may
need to add more potable water and
air conditioning in buildings during
the potentially longer and hoter
summer season. Another option may
be to shif activities, such as ranger-led
hikes and even ranger maintenance
duties, to cooler times of the day.
But it’s not just the parks
themselves that may see increased
visitation. Gateway communities,
those within sixty miles of parks,
will likely beneft from more visitors
staying longer. Tis could be an
economic boon as visitors pack hotels,
fuel vehicles, purchase last-minute
supplies, and gobble burgers, beer, and
ice cream cones visitors spent over
$14.6 billion in gateway communities
in 2013 alone.

TURNING DATA INTO
EDUCATION
Last summer, when the Grand
Teton National Park research team
made the trek out to the Middle Teton
Glacier, a park interpreter joined the
journey to gain frst-hand knowledge
of the science and research process to
be able to share this information with
visitors. Part of NPS’s larger mission
is to reach out to visitors and educate
them about climate change and what it
means for parks.
As part of that process, the
National Park Service created a
cross-disciplinary Climate Change
Response Strategy in 2010. A team
of NPS staf makes up the Climate
Change Response Program (CCRP)
that implements this strategy, which
emphasizes four important pillars
of addressing climate change in the
parks: science, adaptation, greenhouse
gas mitigation, and communication.
“We’re working to build climate
literacy into all levels of our workforce
and incorporate it into many aspects
of communication from the topics
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discussed with a ranger on a trail to
the manner in which we build and
maintain facilities in parks,” says Larry
Perez, communications coordinator
with NPS’s Climate Change Response
Program.
Perez points out that many parks
strive to incorporate climate change
messaging into all the interpretive
programs they deliver. “Tat’s not
to say it’s forty-fve minutes about
climate change, but when you walk
through alpine meadows of Olympic
National Park, the ranger who
accompanies you might mention
climate change infuencing the timing
of fowering.”
Perez also notes that many
visitors head to the parks repeatedly.
“Visitors will have opportunities as
they’re exploring the park to engage
with this topic and learn a litle bit
more,” says Perez. “Visitors don’t

just come to a place once, they visit
national parks throughout their lives
and this provides an opportunity for
visitors to engage in a continuum of
learning … how they engage with
landscapes, and how they can help
shepherd through the change.”
As parks change by the day, the
National Park Service is striving to
meet the challenges of a changing
climate. While the CCRP focuses
on bringing climate change issues
to the forefront, parks also face
budget realities that compound these
challenges.
It may be difcult for the alreadystressed system to accommodate all
the necessary changes in the face of a
backlog of major maintenance projects
and other needs, and it’s yet to be seen
if the parks can keep up given their
limited and declining budgets. “Parks

aren’t automatically going to get
more funding because they get more
visitors,” says Fisichelli. “Budgets are
always tight and this is going to be an
additional strain.”
If more visitors come for a longer
period of time, “Tat could have
some major implications for park
management, thinking about stafng,
how long you have to keep roads and
buildings open, and how long you
keep some seasonal staf on at a park,”
says Fisichelli. Some of these seasonal
staf are the people who teach visitors
about climate change.
While it is difcult to predict
exactly what will happen in any
given park at any given time with the
dynamic nature of climate change,
it’s important for managers to adapt
quickly to rapidly changing systems.
“Tat’s really a challenge for managers

to steward resources under continuous
change,” says Fisichelli.
With this in mind, Fisichelli
stresses that climate change is already
impacting parks. “Visitor use and
experience are both impacted by
climate change, and there will likely
be many other impacts and changes
in the future,” he says. “And climate
change is ongoing. It’s not just a 2050
or 2100 issue. It’s a here and now
issue.”
Kristen Pope is a feelance writer and
editor who specializes in science and
conservation topics and lives in Jackson,
Wyoming. Find more of her work at
kepope.com.
Share your comments on any story at
westernconfuence.org or by emailing
editor@westernconfuence.org.
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